BRC’s most versatile and extensive storage & filing furniture are part of the “Natural Series” which has been developed over 25 years, offering excellent quality of high pressure or low pressure laminate options. Storage towers, storage cases, bookcases, pedestals, and lateral files are efficient and practical for any personal workspace. With quality design and aesthetic choices, BRC’s storage & filing solutions provide essential function and cost efficiency for long-term performance.
MULTIFUNCTION STORAGE

• Excellent quality high pressure or low pressure laminate options
• Matching or contrasting edge on standard colors
• Ability to offer 2.5 mm or 1 mm edging available in selected colors
• Offering the newest edge banding technology which increases durability, results in virtually invisible glue lines
• Modular construction on credenzas for field reversibility
• ¾” construction with 1” tops
• Solid backs
• Lateral files are equipped with locks and anti-tip mechanisms.
• Standard offerings with the ability to fully customize from sizing, finishes to a selection of various pulls
• All products meet or exceed BIFMA standards
• 28 standard finishes with custom colors available

FROM COMMON OFFICE TO HOME OFFICE

get more from your space by expecting more from your storage - strong, practical, comprehensive and aesthetic.

Lateral files
A height: 27-65 in.
B width: 24, 30, 36, 42 in.
C depth: 18-30 in.

Towers
A height: 42-84 in.
B width: 15.5-42 in.
C depth: 18-30 in.

Bookcases
A height: 28-84 in.
B width: 12-42 in.
C depth: 12-24 in.

Pedestal files
A height: 20-28 in.
B width: 15.5 in.
C depth: 18, 22, 28 in.

Wall-mounted
A height: 18.5 in.
B width: 24-44 in.
C depth: 15-75 in.
MANHATTAN TOWER SERIES
PERSONAL STORAGE SOLUTION WITH EXTENDABLE PRIVACY

BRC’s Manhattan Towers go beyond the traditional function of storage by providing an array of options for personalizing a workspace.

• Tower with 6" wardrobe and 1 adjustable shelf
• 2 file drawers and 2 adjustable shelves
• 22” w x 24” d x 36-54” h
• Front to back letter filing

• Storage with slide out
  Overall storage dimensions: 15.5” w x 20-24” d x 28” h

• Storage with slide out
  Overall storage dimensions: 15” w x 24” d x 36-54” h

Power Options Available
Experience the convenience of wireless charging which enables users to power and charge their devices without the hassle of messy cords and cables.
HANDLES

- **h-bar**
  - brushed nickel or custom color

- **flat bar**
  - MS silver or custom color

- **stylus**
  - matte chrome

- **curve**
  - silver, black or custom color
PERSONAL STORAGE LOCKERS

Lockers are becoming popular personal storage. Today’s work environment is a changing landscape and this needs to be reflected in workplace storage solutions. BRC’s laminate lockers are custom made, offering different sizes, dimensions, colors and finishes.
Final products, including finishes and colours may not be exactly as represented in the catalogue. BRC reserves the right to modify the product without notification at any time.